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In this chapter, I use the philosophical lens of critical race theory (CRT) to shed light upon the vast inequalities in access to information technologies that exists among racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic groups; a phenomenon that has come to be known as the digital divide. I focus primarily on how the digital divide has played out for African Americans, and use CRT to explain the history of inequalities and why significant differences in educational opportunities have persisted into the 21 st century. I adopt the term "analog divide" to refer to all the non-computer/telecommunications-based educational inequities that African Americans have experienced for decades and even centuries. I further purport that one cannot understand or begin to rectify the digital divide unless one is willing to fully confront and attack the problem of the analog divide that preceded it and continues to persist. Furthermore, the analog divide, with its resultant structural inequalities, demonstrates not only how social and cultural factors shape technology, but also illuminates the nature of technology and human interaction and how this interaction is shaped by these same factors.
The major tenets of CRT used to examine these divides are the claims that: a) racism is ingrained in the fabric of American society to the extent that it is invisible to most, and racist behaviors and attitudes therefore seem normal to the average citizen and b) the perspectives and stances of marginalized groups are many times best represented in the form of narratives, storytelling, and counter-storytelling. (Delgado, 1995) In this chapter, I utilize counter-storytelling by presenting the reader with an original allegory entitled, "Crossing the Great Divide: A Tale of Analog and Digital Inequity." In this tale one finds two groups of troll-like beings, with one group dominating and enslaving the other. As the story unfolds, the reader sees how the oppressed become caught in a cycle of poverty and stuck in a land that weakens them and deprives them of the energy to cross over the great divide into more fertile fields. The dominant group, having given up their brutally overt oppressive ways after crossing the divide into lands where slave labor is no longer needed, soon forget why they had the energy and fortitude to cross the divide whereas the enslaved group did not. In fact, because of the hybrid food crop (knowledge) that the oppressed have been forced to ingest, they too have forgotten why they have been left behind and stuck in a cycle of backbreaking work and struggle. The tale ends with a group of concerned amnesiac leaders holding council concerning ways and means to bring more of the weakened and impoverished across the divide into the rich soil of the northern region.
hiStorical background and perSpectiveS
Critical race theory maintains that racism is endemic and pervasive in American society to the extent that all but the most blatant, egregious racist behaviors and attitudes are considered normal. Thus, critical race theorists, most notably Derrick Bell (1987) and Richard Delgado (1995) , have used storytelling to bring into focus issues of race and racism in American society. The use of allegory allows the reader to view all too familiar issues and situations from new angles and perspectives. In "Crossing the Great Divide" I use allegorical storytelling to illuminate issues of racial inequality in the United States and to explain why the gaps in educational opportunities, including access to information technology, persist into this century. In this story, the oppressed are faced with these insurmountable gaps in the form of a vast and expansive chasm. This chasm represents the enormous inequalities in access to information technologies that exist between racial, ethnic, and social-economic groups; a phenomenon that has come to be known as the digital divide. " [T] he digital divide is conceived as," in van Dijk's (2005) work, "a social and political problem, not a technical one. Physical access is portrayed as only one kind of (material) access among at least four: motivational, material, skills, and usage" (p. 3). Moreover, the chasm or Great Divide in the tale is also a symbol of the many inequities that began and were nurtured long before the information or digital age. This immense chasm represents an "analog divide" wherein historically disadvantaged racial groups, specifically Black Americans, have been denied equal access to economic and educational opportunities. The analog divide simply refers to differential accesses to non-computer-related material resources or opportunities that are experienced by various groups in American society. The analog divide includes, but is not limited to, unequal access to up-to-date school books, science laboratories, challenging and engaging school curricula, adequately funded schools, adequately maintained school buildings and facilities, qualified teachers, safe communities, and adequate and sufficient housing, food, and health care. In examining these divides, I focus upon the disparities experienced by historically underserved native minority children, specifically African American children, as compared to what is experienced by children in the dominant culture. Mack (2001) contends, "meaningful education for the masses of [B]lack people was intentionally sacrificed to protect the interests of [W]hites and preserve the caste system.... As the economy shifted from agriculture to industry, the profound inequality in the allocation of educational resources meant that [B] lacks were extra-ordinarily ill-prepared to take part in the burgeoning industrial revolution" (p. 64).
Prior to the information age, discriminatory and racist attitudes and policies continued and assured that African American children, in particular, would have limited access to quality schools and educational opportunities. This analog divide set the stage for the digital divide and, given our history, it should be no surprise to us that African American children form a large portion of the "have nots" in our digital divide metaphor. Furthermore, using a critical race theory perspective, the racist attitudes and policies that gave rise to the analog divide have been woven into the fabric of our society, and have resulted in structural inequalities that serve to maintain these divides. Again, it is these previous injustices and resulting structural inequalities that we must address and find solutions to before we can adequately address the issue of the digital divide. Mack (2001) Long ago in a faraway, harsh, and barren land lived two groups of troll-like beings known as the Binefs and the Uninefs. How these creatures came to inhabit this land had long been forgotten, and the history of how the Binefs came to rule over the Uninefs was similarly lost to both groups. The feeling was, especially among the Binefs, that this was how things always were and how things should, in fact, be. The two-headed Binefs believed themselves to be superior in every way to their one-headed "cousins," the Uninefs. This inferiority myth was passed on from generation to generation and was widely accepted by both groups of Nefs. In fact, inferiority myth justified many things, especially the enslavement of the Uninefs by the Binefs.
The land inhabited by the Nefs was hard and rocky and required brutally intense labor and much sweat and toil to prepare the soil for food production. The Uninefs worked in the fields year after year, generation after generation, planting and harvesting food for their masters, receiving only leftovers for themselves. This food, called knowledge, had in fact been altered under the direction of the Binefs and a hybrid was created. Hybrid knowledge food could only be easily digested by the Binefs, and since it was the only legally produced food in the land, it left the Uninefs in danger of starvation. The enslaved Uninefs did manage to sustain themselves, but their inability to fully digest the food took a toll on their physical abilities. Even those Uninefs who had not fully accepted their alleged inherent inferiority, were weakened after years of compromised nourishment and were unable to effectively resist and win out over the Binefs.
The ancient land of the Nefs lay south of an enormous chasm referred to as the Great Divide. Nef mythology held that the northern border of their land marked the end of the world for physical beings and further claimed that the lush, green land on the other side was occupied by gods and goddesses. Many Uninefs had plunged themselves into the chasm in attempts to escape their oppressive existence, while numerous Binefs perished in their attempts to discover a means of crossing the divide. However, after countless failed attempts, the Nefs were successful in developing a mechanism for reaching the mythical lands. Of course the tools needed to make such a journey were initially available only to the wealthiest of Binefs and to none of the enslaved Uninefs. After all, there was no reason to provide for the escape of the ruling Nefs' free labor. In addition, because of their compromised diet, the enslaved Nefs were physically weaker than their masters and unable to endure the long, arduous journey across the Great Divide.
The Binefs were truly amazed at what they found in the mythical land of the northern region. To them, the fertile rich soil was truly enchanting and magical. With little effort they grew fields and fields of their hybrid knowledge crops and the new settlers flourished without the help or need of slave labor. They became comfortable and fat. The passing years brought new groups of Nefs to the region and, in addition, many generations were actually born in the land north of the great chasm. Most Nefs of any means had long ago escaped the southern region, leaving that harsh land primarily to the Uninefs who, incidentally, had been freed from slavery as a result of the massive migrations of their masters. A few Uninefs did manage to make it across by hook or crook, but for the most part, though free, the Uninefs were physically too weak to make the journey and still lacked access to the mechanisms, regardless of how rudimentary or advanced, necessary to venture across the chasm. The small number of superior Binefs that remained in the harsh southern region did so also because of economic reasons. After all, not all ancient Binefs had been wealthy slave owners, just most.
The Nefs that tilled the rich soil of the northern region began to take pride in their labor and accomplishments and soon forgot how they eschewed such work in their ancient lands. These new generations of Binefs, in fact, put a high value on hard work and rugged individualism. Moreover, they publicly claimed to have put aside their feelings of superiority over the few Uninefs that were living among them or the many that remained in the barren southern region. Furthermore, they claimed no responsibility for how their ancestors had enslaved the Uninefs and had treated them badly. The fact that generations of Uninefs, though few in number compared to the Binefs, were flourishing as their neighbors was evidence that past enslavement or ill treatment was no longer of any consequence. Even the Binefs that held on to the ancient inferiority myth had come to believe that it was wrong to enslave fellow Nefs. Besides, according to those Binefs, "all that is in the past and this is a new time and day." It was widely believed that any Nef with the wherewithal could escape the southern region and was free to work the rich soil across the divide. In fact, for those who still held fast to the inferiority myth, the large numbers of Uninefs that failed to make the journey or who perished in their attempts was further proof of their inherent inferiority.
Even after Uninefs on either side of the divide were free to produce food crops of their choosing, they continued to plant and harvest only the hybrid knowledge food. This was all they knew. Even though this food was still not easily digested by the northern Uninefs, over time their systems began to accommodate it more readily. Having adequate amounts of food that the rich soil so graciously yielded and being released from the rigors of slavery allowed these Uninefs to gain physical strength. Those who had an abundance of hybrid knowledge food did, however, discover some side effects not reported by their enslaved ancestors. After ingesting a full meal of hybrid knowledge, they would experience hallucinations wherein negative, grotesque, and often demeaning images of themselves and fellow Uninefs would appear. At other times they would recall or have visions of life south of the divide as being just, democratic, and ideal. Still yet, if they overate or indulged in extremely rich varieties of the food knowledge, they would have bouts of amnesia about the past life of Uninefs and forget about their brothers and sisters still residing south of the Great Divide. When they relayed these strange incidents to their neighboring Binefs they found that, generally speaking, the Binefs felt and thought that way much of the time. Binefs viewed the negative visions and images of Uninefs and the altered recollections of the past (or the lack of recollections) as normal and healthy. In fact, they credited the food knowledge for keeping things in perspective and for keeping their thinking in line with reality. In any case, the Binefs believed that the past was not so bad after all and, even so, why dwell on the negative.
Hybrid knowledge crop production became as important in the northern region as it had been in the south. It continued to be the economic base for Nef societies and ultimately gave rise to experts who, in later years, began to focus their attention on the tools and means of crossing the divide. After all, it was obvious to all, crop experts included, that the rich northern soil produced the hardiest crops. Yet many Nefs remained stranded in the ancient lands and needed to avail themselves of the opportunities that awaited them elsewhere. The most radical of northern Binefs and Uninefs wanted to close the divide altogether. They believed that the ravages of slavery, poverty, and/or poor diet and health had taken its toll on the southern Nefs, especially the Uninefs, leaving them unable to recover well enough to cross the divide. However, this was a radical view held only by a small number of northern Nefs who had not been affected so profoundly by the amnesia inducing knowledge. They remembered the strength-sapping labor that most ancient Uninefs endured, and acknowledged the fact that no Nef would have had the strength or resources to cross the divide and explore the mythical lands without the benefit of slave labor. They argued that all generations of Nefs owed a great debt to the enslaved Uninefs of past ages and believed one way to repay the debt was to close the divide, making the journey to the fertile northern lands easy for the feeblest of southern Nefs. But because the Great Divide was ever so expansive, their ideas were dismissed as illogical, impractical, and, most of all, too labor intensive. Most of the northern Nefs, on the other hand, who voiced concerns about their brethren in the southern region looked for other ways to allow them to share in their bounty. Special groups of these crop experts across the northern region would travel miles and miles to council meetings concerning the theory and practice of crossing the Great Divide. However, despite their best rhetoric, nothing really changed from year to year. This is not to say that some Nefs did not benefit from the concerns and efforts of their cousins to the north and succeeded in journeying over the chasm. The overwhelming majority of Uninefs remained in the harsh land of the south while more of the unfortunate southern Binefs were able to make their escape. In either case, the most robust of the Binefs and Uninefs were able to take advantage of the opportunities and aid offered by the northern council. The departure of the strongest Nefs increasingly left the burden of southern crop production on the weakest Nefs. The Uninefs that were repeatedly left behind because of their lack of physical strength continued to struggle with the unrelenting soil to produce the hybrid knowledge food that, unknown to them, served to keep them in a weakened state. Their systems never had a chance to adapt so they were unable to gain the strength that the fortunate few northern Uninefs enjoyed. But despite the lack of progress in remedying the situation and because of the historical amnesia that flourished in the northern lands, the Nef council continued to meet year after year and talk about the unfortunate conditions that continued and were worsening in the ancient lands, proposing new and innovative means of transporting the southern Nefs across the Great Divide.
deconStructing the divide
One cannot understand why the Uninefs in this allegory are unable to cross the divide without understanding their history of oppression. By the same token, one cannot effectively address issues digital inequity as it pertains to African Americans without understanding the history of their oppression and how that oppression initiated and continues to support and foster inequalities in educational opportunities and achievement. One cannot, in fact, offer viable, long-lasting solutions to the digital divide without seriously looking to alter attitudes and institutions in the general society. There is little hope of closing the digital divide while leaving the analog divide untouched.
The hybrid knowledge food in this tale represents a dominant epistemology that is riddled with theories of inferiority and consists of a body of "knowledge" and "truths" that support the superiority of the dominant group. African Americans have had a steady diet of education grounded in this dominant epistemology that has served to influence their views of themselves. In The White Architects of Black Education, William Watkins (2001) describes the role of philanthropies in the establishment of Black educational institutions not long after slavery was abolished. He maintains that some of the most influential philanthropic organizations served to maintain the social order that found Blacks at the bottom. Black schools were used as instruments of social engineering wherein the curriculum prepared students for occupancy of the lower layers of society only. Furthermore, the curriculum was absent of any African history or experiences that would engender a sense of pride in the African American student. In his work concerning reparations, Randall Robinson (2000) Like the Uninefs in the tale, African American children know little about their history beyond enslavement and therefore cannot truly understand the predicament in which they find themselves. Their history and even their oppression is blatantly left out of American art and history. There is little to comfort them in their struggles. There is no past to take pride in or to foster self-esteem. Furthermore, they have little to counteract the negative images of themselves and their innate abilities that have been ingrained for decades, even centuries, by means of their educational experiences. Robinson further states, "Blacks and no less whites, need to know that in centuries preceding that Atlantic slave trade and the invention of a virulent racism to justify it, the idea of black inferiority did not exist" (p. 17). However, a dominant epistemology that supports racism and inferiority theory severely alters and omits the accomplishments of those from oppressed groups and the history of their oppression that would explain why they fall short in almost every measure of economic and educational achievement. Many Black Americans are trapped in the most impoverished urban areas in this nation without truly understanding the ongoing effects of slavery and the social and economic discrimination that followed slavery and prevented the escape of all but a relative few. William Julius Wilson (1996) states, " [o] ne of the legacies of historic racial and class subjugation in America is a unique and growing concentration of minority residents in the most impoverished areas of the nation's metropolises" (p. 15). He further explains that "[i]f large segments of the African-American population had not been historically segregated in inner-city ghettos, we would not be talking about the new urban poverty" (p. 23). However, according to Wilson, segregation alone does not explain the emergence of what he defines as the new urban poverty. " I mean poor, segregated neighborhoods in which a substantial majority of individual adults are either unemployed or have dropped out of the labor force altogether" (p. 19). Job discrimination, residential segregation, public policy that allowed for the concentration of low income housing, in addition to the absence of effective labor-market policy, have all contributed to the blight of the inner city and the continued entrapment of the ghetto resident. Like the weakened Uninefs who were unable to journey into the mythical northern regions, many African Americans are living in a cycle of poverty without the resources or strength to pull themselves up the socioeconomic ladder. They attend poorly funded schools, with poorly trained teachers, and with uninspired curricula. They are not told that they are the victims of decades of institutional racism that created their dire situations. Rather they are told to look to the growing Black Middle Class as proof that it is possible to "be anything you want to be." The message is that failure to achieve means one is inherently unable to achieve. How else would one explain the incredible numbers of African American children that find themselves in impoverished homes and who fail or drop out of school. If a history of racism and truncated opportunities do not account for the schools described in Jonathan Kozol's (1991) Savage Inequalities, then inferiority theory must. That is the message that poor African American children are ingesting and internalizing daily. "There is an invisible layer of prejudices toward those who have not succeeded in our society," states Solomon and Allen (2003) , "…. Anyone can lift himself or herself by the bootstraps can succeed. If you do not, you have only yourself to blame" (p. xx). The analog divide must be faced for what it is and American institutions challenged to accept responsibility for closing gaps that they were complicit in creating. The fact remains that most minority children attend schools with high minority enrollments and limited and often scandalously absent resources. Educators and practitioners in leadership positions who are interested in closing the digital divide for some of America's poorest and most despised children should perhaps first look at the true source and nature of the problem. If one cannot or will not get to the root cause of a problem, it is unlikely that one will uncover the most effectual solution.
concluSion: getting at the root of the problem Van Dijk (2005) He answers these same questions in stating, "Divides are byproducts of old inequalities, digital technology is intensifying inequalities, and new inequalities are appearing. Both old and new inequalities are shown to be working, and it becomes clear that digital technology has its own enabling and defining role to play" (p. 6)
In getting to the root of the problem, I suggest that we begin by examining an old and major structural inequality that has survived into the 21 st century and shows no signs of weakening: school funding. The fact that school district funding is determined largely by the tax base of surrounding communities ensures inequalities among districts and moreover ensures that innercity schools will always suffer with insufficient resources (Corbett, Wilson, & Williams, 2002; Darling-Hammond, 1997; Divers-Stammes, 2002; Meier 1995; Noguera, 2003) .
School funding thus has created the digital inequalities of today and the analog divides that preceded them. Low socioeconomic schools have significantly less access to computers and informational technologies and are less able to attract exemplary computer using teachers. Solomon and Allen (2003) concur and go on to state, "Inequity further exists in the way technology is used with different kinds of students" (p. xxi). Even though Mack (2001) Why is this important? It is a commonly held belief that differences in instructional practices and school curricula render significant differences in students' acquired skill sets and therefore account for differences in students' post-K-12 job and/or educational opportunities, such as college entrance. Therefore, disparities that children experience in schools reinforce their current socioeconomic status and help assure limited movement along this socioeconomic ladder in their adult lives. The social, political, economic, and cultural factors that impinge upon inner-city classrooms also work to shape the technologies developed and used in those settings and directly affect the nature of the teacher-student-technology interactions. Such dynamics give insight to van Dijk's (2005) claim that the "...digital divide is deepening where it has stopped widening" (p. 2). In other words, the fictional Uninefs may have faced an overwhelmingly wide and treacherous chasm initially but as time went on, the council in the northern region may have been successful in narrowing the chasm at some strategic points only to find that it had deepened to such an extent to assure that the slightest misstep would lead to certain death. Perhaps attempts to close the digital divide without addressing the historical root causes has contributed to its deepening.
future reSearch directionS
In this chapter, I examined the concept of the digital divide within the context of the history of Black and White race relationships within the US. However, the digital divide is an international, global phenomenon that negatively affects groups beyond this nation's border. There is a need for further research and exploration of the historical, political, sociological, and economic factors that engender global inequities. Using critical social theories to examine the creation and maintenance of structural inequalities and analog divides, particularly in developing countries, could illuminate the nature of the digital divide in a global context. Such research has promise for uncovering the ways in which social and cultural factors serve to not only shape technology, but also the nature of technology and human interaction. Examining differential access and use of technology in countries around the world and by people in various social identity groups is central to the analysis of this phenomenon called the digital divide. The books and articles in the "Additional Readings" section are suggested to support research in this direction.
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